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TitleorText
Truth
dare?
Did you go out drinking over the weekend?
let’s call this property P (Truth=Yes) and
estimate p, the fraction of the class for
whom P holds
1.flip a coin C1
1.if C1 is tails, then respond truthfully
2.if C1 is heads, then flip another coin C2
1.if C2 is heads then Yes
2.else C2 is tails then respond No
the expected number of Yes answers is:

A=

thus, we estimate p as:

!p = 2 A − 1
2

3
1
1 p
p + (1− p) = +
4
4
4 2
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Title Text
Randomized
response
Did you go out drinking over the weekend?
let’s call this property P (Truth=Yes) and
estimate p, the fraction of the class for
whom P holds
1.flip a coin C1
1.if C1 is tails, then respond truthfully
2.if C1 is heads, then flip another coin C2
1.if C2 is heads then Yes
2.else C2 is tails then respond No

}

randomization - adding noise - is
what gives plausible deniability
a process privacy method

the expected number of Yes answers is:

A=

3
1
1 p
p + (1− p) = +
4
4
4 2

privacy comes from plausible deniability
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Title
Textof the coin
Privacy: two
sides

protecting an individual

learning about the population

plausible deniability

Julia Stoyanovich

noisy estimates
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Title Text
Privacy-preserving
data analysis

respondents contribute
their personal data

the curator is untrusted,
collects data, releases it to
analysts

the analyst is untrusted,
extracts value from data

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Privacy-preserving
data analysis

respondents in the
population seek
protection of their
personal data

the curator is trusted to
collect data and is
responsible for safely
releasing it

the analyst is untrusted
and wants to gain the
most accurate insights
into the population

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Privacy-preserving
data analysis

slide by Gerome Miklau
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TitleCensus
Text data
Example:

slide by Gerome Miklau
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Title
Textnetworks
Example:
social

slide by Gerome Miklau
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Title Text
Defining private
data analysis
•

Take 1: If nothing is learned about any individual in the dataset, then no
individual can be harmed by analysis.
•

Dalenius’ Desideratum: an ad omnia (Latin: “for all”) privacy goal for
statistical databases, as opposed to ad hoc (Latin: “for this”). Anything that
can be learned about a respondent from the statistical database should be
learnable without access to the database.

•

Put another way, the adversary’s prior and posterior views about an individual
should not be different.

•

This objective is unachievable because of auxiliary information.

•

Example: Alice knows that John smokes. She read a medical research study
that found a causal relationship between smoking and lung cancer. Alice
concludes, based on study results and her prior knowledge about John that
he has a heightened risk of developing lung cancer.

•

Further, the risk is to everyone in a particular group (smokers, in this example),
irrespective of whether they participated in the study. We’ll return to this
when discussing the Barrow, Alaska alcohol study.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Defining private
data analysis
•

•

Take 1: If nothing is learned about any individual in the dataset, then no
individual can be harmed by analysis.
•

Dalenius’ Desideratum: an “ad omnia” (opposed to ad hoc) privacy goal for
statistical databases: Anything that can be learned about a respondent from
the statistical database should be learnable without access to the database.

•

Put another way, the adversary’s prior and posterior views about an
individual should not be different.

Take 2: The information released about the sensitive data set is virtually
indistinguishable whether or not a respondent’s data is in the dataset. This
is an informal statement of differential privacy: that no information specific to
an individual is revealed.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Defining private
data analysis
“A natural approach to defining privacy is to
require that accessing the database teaches the
analyst nothing about any individual. But this is
problematic: the whole point of a statistical
database is to teach general truths, for
example, that smoking causes cancer. Learning
this fact teaches the data analyst something
about the likelihood with which certain individuals,
not necessarily in the database, will develop
cancer. We therefore need a definition that
separates the utility of the database (learning
that smoking causes cancer) from the increased
Communications of the ACM CACM
Homepage archive

risk of harm due to joining the database. This

Volume 54 Issue 1, January 2011
Pages 86-95
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is the intuition behind differential privacy. “
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Title Textthe formalism
Differential privacy:
We will define privacy with respect to a database D that is made up of rows
(equivalently, tuples) representing individuals. Tuples come from some universe
of datatypes (the set of all possible tuples).
The l1 norm of a database D, denoted

D

1

is the number of tuples in D.

The l1 distance between databases D1 and D2 represents the number of
tuples on which they differ.
D1 − D2 1

We refer to a pair of databases that differ in at most 1 tuple as
neighboring databases
D1 − D2 1 ≤ 1
Of these D1 and D2, one, say D2, is a subset of the other, and, when a
proper subset, the larger database D2 contains 1 extra tuple.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Textthe formalism
Differential privacy:
The information released about the sensitive data set is virtually
indistinguishable whether or not a respondent’s data is in the dataset.
This is an informal statement of differential privacy. That is, no
information specific to an individual is revealed.

A randomized algorithm M provides ε-differential privacy if, for all
neighboring databases D1 and D2, and for any set of outputs S:

Pr[ M (D1 ) ∈S] ≤ eε Pr[ M (D2 ) ∈S]
ε (epsilon) is a privacy parameter
lower ε = stronger privacy
The notion of neighboring databases is integral to plausible deniability:
D1 can represent a database with a particular respondent’s data, D2 can
represent a neighboring database but without that respondent’s data
Julia Stoyanovich
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Titleneighboring
Text
Differential privacy:
databases
x1
x2
x3

x1

Mε

'
2

local random coins

M (D1 ) x
x3

Mε

M (D2 )

local random coins

A randomized algorithm M provides ε-differential privacy if, for all
neighboring databases D1 and D2, and for any set of outputs S:

Pr[ M (D1 ) ∈S] ≤ eε Pr[ M (D2 ) ∈S]
Think of database of respondents D=(x1, .., xn) as fixed (not random),
M(D) is a random variable distributed over possible outputs
Neighboring databases induce close distributions on outputs
based on a slide by Adam Smith
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text response
Back to randomized
Did you go out drinking over the weekend?
1.flip a coin C1
1.if C1 is tails, then respond truthfully
2.if C1 is heads, then flip another coin C2
1.if C2 is heads then Yes
2.else C2 is tails then respond No

Denote:
• Truth=Yes by P
• Response=Yes by A
C1=tails by T
C1=heads and C2=tails by HT
C1=heads and C2=heads by HH

•
•
•

A randomized algorithm M provides ε-differential privacy if, for all
neighboring databases D1 and D2, and for any set of outputs S:

Pr[ M (D1 ) ∈S] ≤ eε Pr[ M (D2 ) ∈S]
3
Pr[ A|P]= Pr[T ] + Pr[HH ] =
4
1
Pr[ A | ¬P] = Pr[HT ] =
4
Pr[HH ]

×

Julia Stoyanovich

Pr[ A | P] = 3Pr[ A | ¬P]
⇒ ε = ln3
our version of randomized response is
(ln 3)-differentially private
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Title Text privacy
Local differential

respondents contribute
their personal data

the curator is untrusted,
collects data, releases it to
analysts

the analyst is untrusted,
extracts value from data

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Text in the field
DifferentialTitle
privacy

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title differential
Text
Apple uses local
privacy
What’s your favorite emoji?

https://www.apple.com/privacy/docs/Differential_Privacy_Overview.pdf
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title differential
Text
Apple uses local
privacy

https://www.apple.com/privacy/docs/Differential_Privacy_Overview.pdf
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title differential
Text
Apple uses local
privacy

https://www.apple.com/privacy/docs/Differential_Privacy_Overview.pdf
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title differential
Text
Apple uses local
privacy

https://www.apple.com/privacy/docs/Differential_Privacy_Overview.pdf
Julia Stoyanovich
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Do we really need randomization?
• Data release approaches that fail to protect privacy (these are
prominent classes of methods, there are others):
• aggregation (e.g., k-anonymity - each record in the release is
indistinguishable from at least k-1 other records)
• sampling (“just a few”) - release a small subset of the
database
• query auditing - stop answering queries when they become
unsafe
• de-identification - mask or drop personal identifiers
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Aggregation without randomization
•

Alice and Bob are professors at State University. Both underwent “data safety”
training.

•

In March, Alice publishes an article: “…. the current freshman class at State University
is made up of 3,005 students, 202 of whom are from families earning over $1M per
year.”

•

In April, Bob publishes an article: “… 201 families in State University’s freshman class
of 3,004 have household incomes exceeding $1M per year.”

•

Neither statement discloses the income of the family of any one student. But, taken
together, they state that John, a student who dropped out at the end of March,
comes from a family that earns $1M. Anyone who has this auxiliary information will
be able to learn about the income of John’s family.

this is known as a problem of composition, and can be seen as a kind
of a differencing attack
•

A basic differencing attack: (1) X: count the number of HIV-positive people in D; (2)
Y: count the number of HIV-positive people in D not named Freddie; (3) X - Y tells
you whether Freddie is HIV-positive
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Reconstruction: death by a 1000 cuts
•

Another serious issue for aggregation without randomization, or with an insufficient
amount of randomization: reconstruction attacks

•

The Fundamental Law of Information Recovery (starting with the seminal results by
Irit Dinur & Kobbi Nissim, PODS 2003): overly accurate estimates of too many statistics
can completely destroy privacy

•

Under what conditions can an adversary reconstruct a candidate database D’ that agrees with
the real database D in 99% of the entries?

•

Suppose that D has n tuples, and that noise is bounded by some quantity E. Then there exists
an adversary that can reconstruct D to within 4E positions, issuing all possible 2n queries

4E =

4n
n
<
401 100

•

Put another way: if the magnitude of the noise is less than n/401, then 99% of D can be
reconstructed by the adversary. Really, any number higher than 401 will work

•

There are also reconstruction results under a limited number of queries
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Reconstruction: death by a 1000 cuts
Privacy-Preserving Data Analysis for the
Federal Statistical Agencies

we’ll discuss the use
of differential privacy
by the 2020 US
Census later today

The Fundamental Law of Information Recovery has troubling
implications for the publication of large numbers of statistics by
a statistical agency: it says that the confidential data may be
vulnerable to database reconstruction attacks based entirely on
the data published by the agency itself. Left unattended, such
risks threaten to undermine, or even eliminate, the societal
benefits inherent in the rich data collected by the nation's
statistical agencies. The most pressing immediate problem for
any statistical agency is how to modernize its disclosure
limitation methods in light of the Fundamental Law.
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Sampling (“just a few”)
•

Suppose that we take a random small sample D’ of D and release it without
any modification

•

If D’ is much smaller than D, then every respondent is unlikely to appear in D’

•

This technique provides protection for “the typical” (or for “most”) members of
the dataset

•

It may be argued that atypical individuals are the ones needing stronger
protection

•

In any case, this method is problematic because a respondent who does
appear has no plausible deniability!

•

Suppose next that appearing in the sample D’ has terrible consequences.
Then, every time subsampling occurs - some individual suffers horribly!
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Query auditing
•

Monitor queries: each query is granted or denied depending on
what other queries were answered in the past

•

If this method were to work, it could be used to detect that a
differencing attack is about to take place

•

But:
•

Query auditing is computationally infeasible
[Kleinberg, Papadimitriou, Raghavan, PODS 2000]

•

Refusal to respond to a query may itself be disclosive

•

We refuse to execute a query, then what? No information
access at all?
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Query auditing is infeasible
[Kleinberg, Papadimitriou, Raghavan, PODS 2000]

•

We have a set of (secret) Boolean variables X and the result of some
statistical queries over this set

•

A statistical query Q specifies a subset S of the variables in X, and returns
the sum of the values of all variables in S

•

The auditing problem: Decide whether the value of any Boolean variable is
determined by the results of the queries

•

Main result: The Boolean auditing problem is coNP-complete
•

coNP-complete is the hardest class of problems in coNP: all coNP
problems can be formulated as a special case of any coNP-complete
problem

•

if P does not equal NP, then there does not exist a polynomial time
algorithm that solves this problem
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De-identification
•

Also known as anonymization

•

Mask or drop identifying attribute or attributes, such as social security
number (SSN), name, mailing address

•

Turns out that this also doesn’t work because auxiliary information is
available

•

Fundamentally, this is due to the curse of dimensionality: highdimensional data is sparse, the more you know about individuals, the
less likely it is that two individuals will look alike

de-identified data can be re-identified with a linkage attack
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Title Text
A linkage attack:
Governor Weld
In 1997, Massachusetts Group Insurance
Commission released "anonymized" data
on state employees that showed every
single hospital visit!

She knew that Governor Weld
resided in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, a city of 54,000
residents and seven ZIP codes.

Only six people in Cambridge shared
his birth date, only three of them men,
and of them, only he lived in his ZIP
code.

Latanya Sweeney, a grad student,
sought to show the ineffectiveness
of this “anonymization.”

For twenty dollars, she purchased the
complete voter rolls from the city of
Cambridge, a database containing, among
other things, the name, address, ZIP code,
birth date, and sex of every voter.

Follow up: ZIP code, birthdate, and sex
sufficient to identify 87% of Americans!

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2009/09/your-secrets-live-online-indatabases-of-ruin/

slide by Bill Howe
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The Netflix Title
prizeText
linkage attack
[Narayanan and Shmatikov, IEEE S&P 2008]
•

In 2006, Netflix released a dataset containing ~100M movie ratings by ~500K
users (about 1/8 of the Nexflix user base at the time)

•

FAQ: “Is there any customer information in the dataset that should be kept private?”
“No, all customer identifying information has been removed; all that remains are ratings
and dates. This follows our privacy policy, which you can review here. Even if, for
example, you knew all your own ratings and their dates you probably couldn’t identify
them reliably in the data because only a small sample was included (less than one-tenth
of our complete dataset) and that data was subject to perturbation. Of course, since you
know all your own ratings that really isn’t a privacy problem is it?”

The real question: How much does the adversary need to know about a Netflix
subscriber to identify her record in the dataset, and thus learn her complete movie
viewing history?

Julia Stoyanovich
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The Netflix Title
prizeText
linkage attack
[Narayanan and Shmatikov, IEEE S&P 2008]
•

Very little auxiliary information is needed to de-anonymize an average subscriber
record from the Netflix Prize dataset

•

Perturbation, you say? With 8 movie ratings (of which 2 may be completely
wrong) and dates that may have a 14-day error, 99% of records be uniquely
identified in the dataset

•

For 68%, two ratings and dates (with a 3-day error) are sufficient

•

Even without any dates, a substantial privacy breach occurs, especially
when the auxiliary information consists of movies that are not blockbusters:
Two movies are no longer sufficient, but 84% of subscribers can be uniquely
identified if the adversary knows 6 out of 8 moves outside the top 500

We cannot assume a priori that any data is harmless!

Julia Stoyanovich
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The Netflix Title
prizeText
linkage attack

Julia Stoyanovich
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The Netflix Title
prizeText
linkage attack

Julia Stoyanovich
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Text
A closer lookTitle
at differential
privacy
A randomized algorithm M provides ε-differential privacy if, for all
neighboring databases D1 and D2, and for any set of outputs S:

Pr[ M (D1 ) ∈S] ≤ eε Pr[ M (D2 ) ∈S]
ε (epsilon) is a privacy parameter
lower ε means stronger privacy

• The state-of-the-art in privacy technology, first proposed in 2006
• Has precise mathematical properties, captures cumulative privacy loss over
multiple uses with the concept of a privacy budget
• Privacy guarantee encourages participation by respondents
• Robust against strong adversaries, with auxiliary information, including also
future auxiliary information!
• Precise error bounds that can be made public
Julia Stoyanovich
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Text
A closer lookTitle
at differential
privacy
A randomized algorithm M provides ε-differential privacy if, for all
neighboring databases D1 and D2, and for any set of outputs S:

Pr[ M (D1 ) ∈S] ≤ eε Pr[ M (D2 ) ∈S]
ε (epsilon) is a privacy parameter
lower ε means stronger privacy

ε (epsilon) cannot be too small: think 1/10, not 1/250
Differential privacy is a condition on the algorithm M (process privacy),
Saying “the output is safe” doesn’t take into account how it was computed,
is insufficient

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlesensitivity
Text
Query
The l1 sensitivity of a query q, denoted Δq, is the maximum difference
in the result of that query on a pair of neighboring databases

Δq = max D,D ' q(D) − q(D ')
• Example 1: counting queries
• “How many elements in D satisfy property P ?” What’s Δq?
• “What fraction of the elements in D satisfy property P?”
• Example 2: max / min
• “What is the maximum employee salary in D?” What’s Δq?
Intuition: for a given ε, the higher the sensitivity, the more noise
we need to add to meet the privacy guarantee

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlesensitivity
Text
Query
The sensitivity of a query q, denoted Δq, is the maximum difference
in the result of that query on a pair of neighboring databases

Δq = max D,D ' q(D) − q(D ')
query q

query sensitivity Δq

select count(*) from D

1

select count(*) from D
where sex = Male and age > 30

1?

MAX(salary)-MIN(salary)

select MAX(salary) from D
select gender, count(*)
from D group by gender

Julia Stoyanovich

1 (disjoint groups, presence or
absence of one tuple impacts only one
of the counts)
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Titlesensitivity
Text
Query
The sensitivity of a query q, denoted Δq, is the maximum difference
in the result of that query on a pair of neighboring databases

Δq = max D,D ' q(D) − q(D ')
query q

query sensitivity Δq

select count(*) from D

1

select count(*) from D
where sex = Male and age > 30

1

?
MAX(salary)-MIN(salary)

select MAX(salary) from D
select gender, count(*)
from D group by gender

Julia Stoyanovich

1 (disjoint groups, presence or
absence of one tuple impacts only one
of the counts)
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Titlesensitivity
Text
Query
The sensitivity of a query q, denoted Δq, is the maximum difference
in the result of that query on a pair of neighboring databases

Δq = max D,D ' q(D) − q(D ')
query q

query sensitivity Δq

select count(*) from D

1

select count(*) from D
where sex = Male and age > 30

1

MAX(salary)-MIN(salary)

select MAX(salary) from D
select gender, count(*)
from D group by gender

Julia Stoyanovich

1 (disjoint groups, presence or
absence of one tuple impacts only one
of the counts)

?
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Titlesensitivity
Text
Query
The sensitivity of a query q, denoted Δq, is the maximum difference
in the result of that query on a pair of neighboring databases

Δq = max D,D ' q(D) − q(D ')
query q

select gender, count(*)
from D group by gender

an arbitrary list of m counting
queries

Julia Stoyanovich

query sensitivity Δq
1 (disjoint groups, presence or absence
of one tuple impacts only one of the
counts)

m (no assumptions about the queries,
and so a single individual may change
the answer of every query by 1)

?
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Title Text
Adding
noise

Mε

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Adding
noise
Use the Laplace mechanism to answer q in a way that’s
ε-differentially private
⎛ Δq ⎞

M (ε ) : q(D) + Lap ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ε ⎠

The Laplace distribution, centered at 0 with scale b, denoted
Lap(b), is the distribution with probability density function:

fix sensitivity Δq, verify that more
noise is added for lower ε
lower ε = stronger privacy

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laplace_distribution

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Adding
noise

Mε

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlesensitivity
Text
Query
The sensitivity of a query q, denoted Δq, is the maximum difference
in the result of that query on a pair of neighboring databases

Δq = max D,D ' q(D) − q(D ')
query q
select gender, count(*)
from D group by gender

an arbitrary list of m counting
queries

Julia Stoyanovich

query sensitivity Δq
1 (disjoint groups, presence or absence
of one tuple impacts only one of the
counts)

m (no assumptions about the queries,
and so a single individual may change
the answer of every query by 1)
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Title Text
Composition
If algorithms M1 and M2 are ε-differentially private, then
outputting results of both algorithms is 2ε-differentially private

query q

query sensitivity Δq
parallel composition

select gender, count(*)
from D group by gender

1 (disjoint groups, presence or absence
of one tuple impacts only one of the
counts)

sequential composition

an arbitrary list of m counting
queries

Julia Stoyanovich

m (no assumptions about the queries,
and so a single individual may change
the answer of every query by 1)
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Title composition
Text
Sequential
•

Consider 4 queries executed in sequence
•

Q1: select count(*) from D under ε1 = 0.5

•

Q2: select count(*) from D where sex = Male under ε2 = 0.2

•

Q3: select count(*) from D where sex = Female under ε3 = 0.25

•

Q4: select count(*) from D where age > 20 under ε4 = 0.25

• ε = ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + ε4 =1.2 That is: all queries together are ε-differentially
private for ε =1.25. Can we make a stronger guarantee?
• This works because Laplace noise is additive
More generally: set a cumulative privacy budget, and split it between
all queries, pre-processing, other data manipulation steps of the pipeline

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Text
Parallel
composition
•

•

If the inputs are disjoint, then the result is ε-differentially private for ε
=max(ε1, …, εk)
•

Q1: select count(*) from D under ε1 = 0.5

•

Q2: select count(*) from D where sex = Male under ε2 = 0.2

•

Q3: select count(*) from D where sex = Female under ε3 = 0.25

•

Q4: select count(*) from D where age > 20 under ε4 = 0.25

ε = ε1 + max(ε2, ε3)+ ε4 =1 That is: all queries together are εdifferentially private for ε =1.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Titleand
Text
Composition
consistency
•

Consider again 4 queries executed in sequence
•

Q1: select count(*) from D under ε1 = 0.5 returns 2005

•

Q2: select count(*) from D where sex = Male under ε2 = 0.2 returns 1001

•

Q3: select count(*) from D where sex = Female under ε3 = 0.25 returns 995

•

Q4: select count(*) from D where age > 20 under ε4 = 0.25 returns 1789

Assuming that there are 2 genders in D, Male and Female, there is no
database consistent with these statistics!
Also don’t want any negative counts + may want to impose datatype
checks, e.g., no working adults with age = 5 etc.

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Entire workflow
must be DP

Mε

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title Text
Privacy-preserving
synthetic data

Mε

slide by Gerome Miklau
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Text
An synthetic data
tool:
Data Synthesizer
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe 2017]

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

summary

Data
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Title
Text data, generally
Privacy-preserving
synthetic
Lots of advantages
•

Consistency is not an issue

•

Analysts can treat synthetic data as a regular dataset, run existing tools

•

No need to worry about the privacy budget

•

Can answer as many queries as they want, and any kind of a query
they want, including record-level queries

What’s the catch?
Recall the Fundamental Law of Information Recovery. It tells us that we cannot answer
all these queries accurately and still preserve privacy!
Therefore, when releasing synthetic data, we need to document it with which queries it
supports well

Julia Stoyanovich
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Text
DataTitle
Synthesizer
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe 2017]
•

•

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

Main goal: usability first
•

user is the data owner

•

the tool picks up data types from the input file: categorical / string /
numerical (integer, float) / date-time

•

the tool computes the frequency of missing values per attribute

•

user can then inspect the result, over-ride what was learned about an
attribute, e.g., whether it’s categorical, or what its datatype is

The tool generates an output dataset of a specified size, in one of three modes
•

random - type-consistent random output

•

independent attribute - learn a noisy histogram for each attribute

•

correlated attribute - learn a noisy Bayesian network (BN)

Julia Stoyanovich
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Text
DataTitle
Synthesizer
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe 2017]

Julia Stoyanovich

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/
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Title
Text
Data Synthesizer:
independent
attributes
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe 2017]

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

Given the over-all privacy budget ε, and an input dataset of size n.
Allocate ε/d of the budget to each attribute Ai in {A1, .., Ad}. Then for
each attribute:
•

Compute the ith histogram with t bins (t=20 by default), with query qi

•

The sensitivity Δqi of this (or any other) histogram query is 2/n Why?

•

So, each bin’s noisy probability is computed by adding

Julia Stoyanovich
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⎛ 2d ⎞
Lap ⎜ ⎟
⎝ εn ⎠

Titlecorrelated
Text
Data Synthesizer:
attributes
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe 2017]

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

• Learn a differentially private Bayesian network (BN)
• Use the method called PrivBayes [Zhang, Cormode, Procopiuc,
Srivastava, Xiao, 2016]
• Privacy budget is split equally between (a) network structure computation
and (b) populating the conditional probability tables of each BN node
• User inputs privacy budget ε and the maximum number of parents for a BN
node k - you’ll play with these settings as part of HW2
• The tool treats a missing attribute value as one of the values in the
attribute’s domain (not shown in the examples in the next two slides)
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Titlecorrelated
Text
Data Synthesizer:
attributes
K=1

note that this is not a causal, BN!
college

non-college

0.23

0.77

edu

≤30

30~50

>50

college

0.24

0.56

0.20

noncollege

0.35

0.45

0.20

edu

age

sex

income
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edu

female

male

college

0.30

0.70

noncollege

0.34

0.66

age

≤50K

>50K

≤30

0.94

0.07

30~50

0.67

0.33

>50

0.68

0.32

Titlecorrelated
Text
Data Synthesizer:
attributes
K=2

note that this is not a causal, BN!
female

male

0.33

0.67

sex

age
sex

≤30

30~50

>50

female

0.40

0.43

0.17

male

0.29

0.59

sex

college

non-college

≤30

female

0.18

0.82

≤30

male

0.16

0.84

30~50

female

0.25

0.75

30~50

male

0.28

0.72

>50

female

0.17

0.83

>50

male

0.25

0.75

edu

0.21

income
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edu

age

≤50K

>50K

college

≤30

0.83

0.17

college

30~50

0.45

0.55

college

>50

0.41

0.59

non-college

≤30

0.96

0.04

non-college

30~50

0.76

0.24

non-college

>50

0.75

0.25

Text
DataTitle
Synthesizer
MetroLab “Innovation of the Month”

http://www.govtech.com/security/University-Researchers-Use-Fake-Data-for-Social-Good.html
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Text in the field
DifferentialTitle
privacy

current goals: Decennial Census 2020
slide by Gerome Miklau
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Text in the field
DifferentialTitle
privacy
First adoption by the US Census Bureau:
OnTheMap (2008), synthetic data about where people in the US live and work
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Text
2020 US CensusTitle
to use
differential privacy
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TextCensus: pushback
Differential privacyTitle
in 2020
•

noisy data - impact on critical
decisions

•

difficult to explain differential privacy /
privacy budget to the public - how do
we set epsilon?

•

disagreement about whether using
differential privacy is legally required

•

messaging is difficult to get right “the
result doesn’t change whether or not
you participate” - might discourage
participation!

Revealing characteristics of individuals vs. their identity, is there a distinction?
But the Census collects “generic” harmless data, is this really a big deal?
What sorts of trade-offs should we be aware of? Who should decide?
Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlethe
Text
What does
law say?
Title 13 of U.S. Code authorizes data collection and publication of statistics by
the Census Bureau.
Section 9 of Title 13 requires privacy protections: “Neither the Secretary, nor
any other officer or employee of the Department of Commerce or bureau or
agency thereof, ... may ... make any publication whereby the data furnished
by any particular establishment or individual under this title can be
identified” (Title 13 U.S.C. § 9(a)(2), Public Law 87-813).
In 2002, Congress further clarified the concept of identifiable data: it is
prohibited to publish “any representation of information that permits the
identity of the respondent to whom the information applies to be
reasonably inferred by either direct or indirect means” (Pub. L. 107–347,
Title V, §502 (4), Dec. 17, 2002, 116 Stat. 2969).
Section 214 of Title 13 outlines penalties: fines up to $5,000 or imprisonment up
to 5 years or both per incident (data item), up to $250,000 in total.
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Title Text
Beyond re-identification:
Barrow, Alaska, 1979
Native leaders and city officials, worried about drinking
and associated violence in their community, invited a
group of sociology researchers to assess the problem
and work with them to devise solutions.
Methodology
• 10% representative sample (N=88) of everyone over the
age of 15 using a 1972 demographic survey
• Interviewed on attitudes and values about use of alcohol
• Obtained psychological histories & drinking behavior
• Given the Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test
• Asked to draw a picture of a person (used to determine
cultural identity)

based on a slide by Bill Howe
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Title“results”
Text
Study

At the conclusion of the study researchers formulated a report entitled
“The Inupiat, Economics and Alcohol on the Alaskan North Slope”,
released simultaneously at a press release and to the Barrow
community.
The press release was picked up by the New York Times, who ran a front
page story entitled “Alcohol Plagues Eskimos”

based on a slide by Bill Howe
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HarmsTitle
andText
backlash
Study results were revealed in the context of a press conference that was held
far from the Native village, and without the presence, much less the knowledge
or consent, of any community member who might have been able to present any
context concerning the socioeconomic conditions of the village.
Study results suggested that nearly all adults in the community were
alcoholics. In addition to the shame felt by community members, the town’s
Standard and Poor bond rating suffered as a result, which in turn decreased the
tribe’s ability to secure funding for much needed projects.

based on a slide by Bill Howe
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Title Text
Problems
Methodological

Edward F. Foulks, M.D., “Misalliances In The Barrow Alcohol Study”

• “The authors once again met with the Barrow Technical Advisory Group, who stated
their concern that only Natives were studied, and that outsiders in town had not
been included.”

any chance of selection bias?

• “The estimates of the frequency of intoxication based on association with the
probability of being detained were termed "ludicrous, both logically and
statistically.”

Ethical
• Participants not in control of how their data is used
• Significant harm: social (stigmatization) and financial (bond rating)
• No laws were broken, and harms are not about individual privacy!
Who benefits? Who is harmed?

•

data protection …. responsibility …. trust
based on a slide by Bill Howe
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Title
Text framework
We need an
ethical

• Boundaries between practice and research
• Basic ethical principles
• Applications
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Respect for persons
• Individuals should be treated as autonomous agents
“To respect autonomy is to give weight to autonomous persons' considered opinions and choices
while refraining from obstructing their actions unless they are clearly detrimental to others. To show
lack of respect for an autonomous agent is to repudiate that person's considered judgments, to
deny an individual the freedom to act on those considered judgments, or to withhold information
necessary to make a considered judgment, when there are no compelling reasons to do so. “

• Persons with diminished autonomy are entitled to protection
“In some situations, however, application of the principle is not obvious. The involvement of
prisoners as subjects of research provides an instructive example. On the one hand, it would seem
that the principle of respect for persons requires that prisoners not be deprived of the opportunity to
volunteer for research. On the other hand, under prison conditions they may be subtly coerced or
unduly influenced to engage in research activities for which they would not otherwise volunteer.
Respect for persons would then dictate that prisoners be protected. Whether to allow prisoners to
"volunteer" or to "protect" them presents a dilemma. Respecting persons, in most hard cases, is
often a matter of balancing competing claims urged by the principle of respect itself. “
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Beneficence
• Do not harm
• Maximize possible benefits and minimize possible harm
“The Hippocratic maxim "do no harm" has long been a fundamental principle of
medical ethics. Claude Bernard extended it to the realm of research, saying that
one should not injure one person regardless of the benefits that might come to
others. However, even avoiding harm requires learning what is harmful; and, in the
process of obtaining this information, persons may be exposed to risk of harm. Further,
the Hippocratic Oath requires physicians to benefit their patients "according to their
best judgment." Learning what will in fact benefit may require exposing persons to
risk. The problem posed by these imperatives is to decide when it is justifiable to seek
certain benefits despite the risks involved, and when the benefits should be foregone
because of the risks.”
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Title Text
The Belmont Report:
basic principles
Justice
• Who ought to receive the benefits of research and bear its burdens?
“Questions of justice have long been associated with social practices such as
punishment, taxation and political representation. Until recently these questions have
not generally been associated with scientific research. However, they are
foreshadowed even in the earliest reflections on the ethics of research involving
human subjects. For example, during the 19th and early 20th centuries the burdens of
serving as research subjects fell largely upon poor ward patients, while the
benefits of improved medical care flowed primarily to private patients.
Subsequently, the exploitation of unwilling prisoners as research subjects in Nazi
concentration camps was condemned as a particularly flagrant injustice. In this
country, in the 1940's, the Tuskegee syphilis study used disadvantaged, rural black
men to study the untreated course of a disease that is by no means confined to that
population. These subjects were deprived of demonstrably effective treatment in
order not to interrupt the project, long after such treatment became generally
available. ”
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Text applications
The BelmontTitle
Report:
Informed Consent: Information, Comprehension, Voluntariness
“Respect for persons requires that subjects, to the degree that they are capable, be given
the opportunity to choose what shall or shall not happen to them. This opportunity is
provided when adequate standards for informed consent are satisfied.
While the importance of informed consent is unquestioned, controversy prevails over the
nature and possibility of an informed consent. Nonetheless, there is widespread
agreement that the consent process can be analyzed as containing three elements:
information, comprehension and voluntariness.
A special problem of consent arises where informing subjects of some pertinent
aspect of the research is likely to impair the validity of the research. … In all cases of
research involving incomplete disclosure, such research is justified only if it is clear that (1)
incomplete disclosure is truly necessary to accomplish the goals of the research, (2) there
are no undisclosed risks to subjects that are more than minimal, and (3) there is an
adequate plan for debriefing subjects, when appropriate, and for dissemination of
research results to them.
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Text applications
The BelmontTitle
Report:

Assessment of Risks and Benefits

Selection of Subjects
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Title Text
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